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Abstract
Great progress has been made in the field of power harvesting over the past few years due
to the increasing desire to produce portable and wireless electronics. As one of the potential
solution, self-excited piezoelectric energy harvester was explored previously included in the
literature review section. Inspired from the idea of the self-sustained energy harvester, two
identical self-excited energy harvesters with fixed end placed in a uniform and steady flow were
experimentally investigated. Two pairs of the strain gage were used to measure the strain, while
the flow visualization was employed to examine the flow field around the tip cylinders. Ten T/D
ratios (transverse pitch ratios), 1, 1.25, 1.35, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 were investigated, where T is
the center-to-center tip cylinder spacing and D is the diameter. At T/D =1, the strain distribution
demonstrated prominent peak and keep this peak for a large velocity range. As the T/D increased,
the peak and the peak range both decreased. At T/D = 3, the strain reached a steady state and
behave more as independent, isolated bluff bodies. When the T/D increased, the strain profile
was not influenced much. The strain result is a valuable reference for future piezoelectric
attached energy harvester investigation.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation- an overview of the problem
Nowadays the one of the most important trends in technology have been the decrease in
both size and power consumption of complex digital systems. Small, handheld, though very
powerful devices are commercially available that allow the user to watch video, to wirelessly
communicate or to compute practically everywhere or, in other worlds, ubiquitously.1
Conventional low-power electronics, such as wireless sensor nodes, were powered by
batteries. However, batteries are a significant fraction of the total size and weight of the system.
As technology scales down, this fraction is expected to further increase. And also the cost of
battery replacement as well as limitation imposed by the need of convenient access to the device
is drawbacks for batteries.
Wireless sensor nodes, for example, are usually used in remote locations or embedded
into a structure. In some cases, hundreds to thousands of sensor may be constructed to form a
wireless sensor network which can cover a large area to provide more information. The
limitation of the battery power is that the frequent replacement or maintenance is costly or even
impossible due to the remote location. Furthermore, most batteries contain toxic chemicals.
Inappropriate disposal may result in leakage of hazardous material into the environment.
Therefore, scavenging ambient energy surrounding the electronic device has been the potential
solution for solving battery problem, which would provide permanent power sources and
unnecessary periodic replacement.
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1.2 A potential solution-Energy harvesting
1.2.1 Energy harvesting
Energy harvesting is also known as power harvesting or energy scavenging, which is the
process that ambient energy such as solar power, wind energy and thermal energy is captured
and stored to provide electricity for small autonomous devices, such as mobile phones, laptops
and nodes in wireless sensor networks. Electricity is the main form of the energy storage, but
there are still other forms of energy storage. For example, the mechanical energy is stored in
spring and converts to electricity as needed.
1.2.2 Available energy sources
As listed in the Table 1.1, there are varieties of energy sources that can be used for energy
harvesting. Solar energy is well known for widely used as alternative energy. However, it
depends on the time, temperature, location and weather condition. For powering small
electronics, vibration and fluid flow which is available in variety of circumstances are more
comparative.
Energy

Example

Energy level

Conversion mechanism

RF signal

<1µW/cm

Electromagnetic

Sunlight, Illumination

100 mW/cm (Bright

Photovoltaic

sources
Ambient
radiation
Ambient light

sunlight)
Vibration

Machine vibration,

4-800µW/cm

Human motion

Piezoelectric,
Electromagnetic
Electrostatic

Fluid flow

Wind, Ventilation,

Air: 200-800µW/cm

Turbine(electromagnetic)

Piping, Current, Wave

Water: 500mW/cm

Piezoelectric
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Thermal

Temperature differential

60µW/cm at 5。 C

Thermoelectric,

difference

Thermionic,
Thermotunelling

Pressure

Daily atmosphere

variation

pressure change

< 10µW/ cm

Unclear

Table 1.1 Energy sources in the environment2

Vibration source

Peak

Frequency of peak acceleration

acceleration

(Hz)

(m/s  )
Base of a 5 HP 3- axis machine tool

10

70

Clothes dryer

3.5

120

Second story of a wood frame office building

0.2

100

Car engine compartment

12

200

Blender casing

6.4

121

Car instrument panel

3

13

Door frame just after door closes

3

125

Small microwave oven

2.5

121

HVAC vents in office building

0.2-1.5

60

Windows next to a busy road

0.7

100

Table 1.2 Example of common vibration sources.2

Table 1.2 shows some examples of the vibration sources commonly occurring. Fluid flows
can be easily found as wind, ventilation, river or ocean current and piping.
There are three modes of electromechanical transducers which are electrostatic,
electromagnetic and piezoelectric. Among these three modes, piezoelectric energy harvesting has
received the most attention and demonstrates more advantage such as simple configuration, high
converting efficiency and etc.
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1.3 Research objective and thesis structure
Motivated by the discussion above, the objective of this research is exploring the interaction
of two self-excited energy harvester in fluid flow in order to find out the way to improve the
performance energy harvester. This idea was inspired by the experimental work of Dr Akaydin
which will be reviewed in Chapter 2. Chapter 2 also presents the theoretical and research
background, including the theory of piezoelectricity, introduction for piezoelectric energy
harvesting and literature review on piezoelectric energy harvesting. Chapter 3 is another critical
related topic involves in the experiment which is circular cylinder in steady flow. Chapter 4
describes the fabrication of the energy harvester and experimental setup. Chapter 5 shows the
result of the experimental work. Chapter 6 concludes the achievements and proposes the future
work.
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Chapter 2 Background Review
2.1 Theoretical basics
2.1.1 Piezoelectricity
Piezoelectricity is the charge that accumulates in certain solid materials (notably crystals,
certain ceramics, and biological matter such as bone, DNA and various proteins) in response to
applied mechanical stress.3 This phenomenon was discovered by French physicists Jacques and
Pierre Curie in 1880 and named as piezoelectricity or piezoelectric effect which describes the
relationship between stress and voltage. The piezoelectric effect is a reversible process that the
internal generation of electrical charge can be resulted from an applied mechanical force while
the internal generation of a mechanical strain can also be resulted from an applied electrical field.
2.1.2 Piezoelectric material
Many materials exhibit a piezoelectric effect including Rochelle salt, quartz, tourmaline and
barium titanate. PZT (lead zirconate titanate) and PVDF (polymer polyvinylidene fluoride) are
primary piezoelectric material that was using for energy harvesting nowadays. As for flexibility,
PZT performs better than PVDF. But the piezoelectric coefficient provided by PVDF is smaller
than PZT.
2.1.3 Operating modes of piezoelectric energy harvester
Basically, there are two coupling modes for piezoelectric energy harvesters; the 31 mode
and 33 mode. In the 31 mode, as shown in Figure 2.1(a) when the applied stress is along the axis1, the piezoelectric material is polarized along the axis-3. While in the 33 mode, both the applied
stress and polarization is along axis-3, which is shown in Figure 2.1(b). Conventionally, the 31
mode has been most commonly used coupling mode for energy harvesting: however, the 31
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mode yields a lower coupling coefficient than 33 mode.4

Figure 2.1 (a) 31 mode (b) 33 mode of piezoelectric energy harvester.2

2.2 Experimental work review
Most of the previous study on piezoelectric energy harvesters has focused on structural
vibration applications and very little work has been devoted to harvesters of ambient fluid energy
with a only a few contributions.5 In order to develop the piezoelectric flow energy harvester, the
critical problem is to convert the flow into oscillation of the piezoelectric cantilever. Therefore,
the original idea is to utilize alternating forces from the flow to drive the energy harvester. When
a flow impinges on a bluff body, it exerts fluctuation fluid forces on the bluff body due to vortex
shedding. The fluctuation fluid forces drive the bluff body to oscillate. Furthermore, larger
oscillation means larger strain which will optimize power output of a piezoelectric energy
harvester.
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Figure 2.2 (a) Top and side views of the self-excited harvester. (b) Harvester installed in the wind tunnel.5

Figure 2.2 showed the experimental study of this concept. A cylinder is attached to the
free end of a cantilever beam. The beam consists an aluminum shim with piezoelectric patches
bonded near the clamped end. The dimensions and Properties is show in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1Dimensions and properties of the harvester components.5

Wind tunnel test was conducted for this harvester and the voltage of the harvester over
R= 2.46M and strain gage value were both recorded at different flow speeds.
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Figure 2.3 Electrical power output at various flow speed.5

Figure 2.3 shows that the maximum power of 
P=0.1 mW is obtained at U∞ =1.192 m/s.
The measured average power calculated from the strain gages and measured from the
piezoelectric elements were in good agreement up to three times the resonance speed.5 At higher
speeds, excitation in higher modes becomes more pronounced and assumption of excitation in
single frequency vibration causes overestimation of the average power. Figure 2.4 presents the
flow visualization for this energy harvester showing the deflected beam, the cylinder attached to
the tip of the beam and vortex street in the wake.

Figure 2.4 Flow visualization for the self-excited harvester. Illumination is provided by a laser sheet and the image
was acquired by a high frame-rate digital camera.5
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Chapter 3 Related topic review
Inspired by this experiment work reviewed in Chapter 2, two identical self-excited
harvesters in fluid flow were considered for the further investigation, which is the focus of this
thesis. Therefore, instead of one tip cylinder in the flow, there are two now which lead to the
classical study: fluid behavior of two side-by-side infinite circular cylinders in steady uniform
flow. Although there is difference between these two problems, some valuable reference
provided important hints for the two self-excited harvesters study.
For the convenience of the study, several critical parameters were defined in Figure 3.1.

U free stream velocity (m/s)
G gap width (m)
D cylinder diameter (m)
T center-to-center transverse spacing (pitch) (m)
T/D transverse pitch ratio
Figure 3.1 Critical parameters

A number of approaches have been used in an attempt to classify the fluid behavior of
two side-by-side circular cylinders in steady uniform-flow, based on a combination of theory,
measurement and observation of the flow. Basically, there are three main flow patterns for the
side-by-side configuration, show in Figure 3.2, namely (i) single-bluff-body behavior at small
pitch ratios( approximately 1<T/D<1.1-1.2, Figure3.2(a)), (ii)a biased flow pattern at
intermediate pitch ratios (approximately 1.1-1.2<T/D<2-2.2, Figure3.2(b))and (iii) parallel
vortex street at high pitch ratios (approximately T/D.2-2.5, Figure3.2(c)).6
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Figure 3.2 Flow patterns for two side-by-side cylinders in cross flow (a) single-bluff body behavior (b) Biased flow
pattern (c) parallel vortex street

At T/D =1, a single Karman vortex street forms in the wake, which can be seen from the
Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3(a) T/D=1, Re=1320, antisymmetric vortex shedding (b) T/D=1, R=820 irregular vortex shedding7

When there is a small gap between the cylinders, for 1<T/D<1.1-1.2, the single bluffbody behavior became slightly changed. Flow through the gap behaves in a similar fashion to
base-bleed, whereby higher-momentum fluid, which enters the near-wake through the gap,
increase the base pressure, reduces the drag of both cylinders, and increase the streamwise extent
of the vortex formation region.8 The Figure 3.4 shows the flow visualization.
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Figure 3.4(a) T/D=1.13, Re=250, symmetric vortex shedding. (b)T/D=1.13, Re=300, symmetric vortex
shedding.9

Intermediate values of T/D (approximately 1.1-1.2<T/D<2-2.2) have long been known to
exhibit an asymmetrical or biased flowpattern.7 The asymmetrical flow pattern is characterized
by a gap flow biased towards one of the two cylinders. The cylinder towards which the flow is
biased has a narrow near-wake, higher-frequency vortex shedding and a higher drag coefficient,
which the other cylinder has wider near-wake, lower-frequency vortex shedding, and a lower
drag coefficient. Several flow visualization presented in Figure 3.5

Figure 3.5 (a) T/D=1.5, Re=1000–3000, (b) T/D=2, Re=1000–3000.7
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At higher pitch ratios, T/D>2-2.2, both cylinders undergo Karman vortex shedding at the
same frequency and behave more as independent bluff-bodies.7 In some cases, the flow pattern
may intermittently switch to in-phase synchronization of the vortex street and then revert back to
anti-phase synchronization. The Figure 3.6 demonstrates the state of anti-phase and in-phase.
And Figure 3.7 shows anti-phase vortex shedding.

Figure 3.6 Vortex street synchronization for two side-by-side circular cylinders: (a) anti-phase and (b) in-phase.6

Figure 3.7 Flow past two side-by-side circular cylinders at high pitch ratios showing antiphase vortex shedding
synchronization, Re=1000–3000 :( a) T/D=2.5and (b) T/D=4.5.7
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Chapter 4 Experimental setup and measurements
Given the justification for focusing on the impact of the interaction between the two tipdriven energy harvesters in fluid flow, discussed in chapter 3, the aim of this chapter is to setup
the experiment to explore the interaction. The chapter begins with the fabrication of two
prototype cantilever beam based energy harvesters based on the work has been done before in
the lab. Following this, a measurement system was built for getting the data from the energy
harvester, which includes strain gage, Whitestone Bridge, low-noise preamplifier, oscilloscope
and external power. Prior to wind tunnel test, it is necessary to calibrate the gage factor and do
the ring down test. After all this preparation, wind tunnel test is ready to start.
4.1 Fabrication of tip-driven energy harvester
Beam was cut to dimension of 280mm*26mm from an aluminum sheet with 0.625mm
thickness.

Figure 4.1 Dimension of the beam

The cylinder was cut from a transparent plastic tube. The dimension of the cylinder is
202mm in length, 39.5mm in diameter and 14g in weight. And cover the tip with paper cap.
22

Figure 4.2 Tip cylinder

Beam and cylinder were glued by using the epoxy and make sure that the beam is
perpendicular to the cylinder. As the Figure 4.3 shown, after 24 hours, the tip-driven energy
harvester is ready to use.

Figure 4.3 Tip cylinder was glued onto the beam

4.2 Strain gage
4.2.1 Strain gage selection
Gage selection is critical for the experiment since careful, rational selection of gage
characteristics and parameter will offer optimized gage performance for specified environment,
better operating condition, getting more accurate and reliable strain measurements.
The installation and operating characteristics of a strain gage are affected by following
parameters: strain-sensitive alloy, backing material, grid resistance, gage pattern, self23

temperature compensation number, gage length and options. 10 Basically, the gage selection
process consists of determining the particular available combination of parameters which is most
compatible with the environment and other operation conditions and at the same time best
satisfies the installation and operation constrains. These constraints are generally expressed in
the form of requirement such as accuracy, test duration, stability, temperature, elongation, ease
of installation, environment.
Of the preceding parameters, the gage length and pattern are normally the first and
second selection to be made base on the space available for gage mounting and nature of the
stress field in terms of biaxiality and expected strain gradient. 10A gage length is much smaller
than the length of the beam should be specified for this experiment. A gage length of 0.03in is
selected. With information about the stress state and beam bending condition, 031DE pattern is
chose for this experiment. EA series is preferred for this experiment since it has constant foil in
combination with a tough, flexible, polyimide backing. And it is primarily used for generalpurpose static and dynamic stress analysis. The resistance was determined based on the strain
gage stock in the lab. Thus selected gage resistance is 120 Ω which is also widely used in stress
analysis.
According to the analysis above, the strain gage model EA-06-031DE-120 was selected
for this experiment, which is also based on the availability.
4.2.2 Strain gage attachment
As the most important measure instrument in the experiment, satisfactorily bonding of
the stain gage is very critical because the proper bonding will offer better gage factor which will
be used in the stain calculation. Strain gages can be bonded to almost any solid material if the
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material surface is properly prepared. Bonding procedure for aluminum surface is needed to be
followed.
The first step is degreasing the gaging area with solvent thoroughly. Degreasing is
performed to remove oils, grease, organic contaminants and soluble chemical residues.
Degreasing should always be the first operation. This is to keep having subsequent abrading
operations from driving surface contaminants into the surface material. The degreasing area
should be large enough to apply protective coating in the final stage of gage installation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4 (a) Degreaser (b) Applying degreaser on the beam

The second step is surface abrading. Preliminary dry abrading with 220 grit siliconcarbide paper required because of the surface oxide. Final abrading is done by using 320 grit
silicon-carbide papers on surfaces thoroughly wetted with M-Prep Conditioner A. Condition A is
a mildly acidic solution which generally accelerates the cleaning process and on some materials
acts as a gentle etchant. Wipe dry with a gauze sponge after final abrading.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5 (a) 220 grit silicon-carbide paper and 320 grit silicon-carbide paper (b) M-Prep Conditioner A

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6 (a) abrading with 320 grit silicon-carbide paper (b) Applying the M-Prep Conditioner A

The third step is marking the gage location layout lines. In this experiment, gage would
install at the position as the Figure 4.7 showed. Repeatedly apply M-Prep Conditioner A and use
cotton-tipped applicator to scrub until a clean tip is no longer discolored. Remove all residue and
conditioner again slowly wiping through with a gauze sponge. To reduce opportunity of a bad
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bond, never allow any solution to dry on the surface since this may leave contaminating film.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7 (a) Marking the x position of the strain gage (b) Marking the y position of the strain gage

The fourth step is using M-Prep Neutralizer 5A to bring the surface condition back to an
optimum alkalinity of 7.0 to 7.5pH which is suitable for the strain gage. Apply the M-Prep
Neutralizer 5A to the surface and scrub with a cotton-tipped applicator. Carefully dry the surface
with a single, slow wiping motion of gauze sponge.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8 (a)M-Prep Neutralizer 5A, (b) Applying M-Prep Neutralizer
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The fifth step is first removing the gage from the transparent envelope by using tweezers.
Then place the gage on the bonding position and put a 100mm to 150mm piece of MicroMeasurements PCT-2M gage installation tape over the gage. The gage should be roughly at
center on the tape. Carefully lift the tape at a shallow angle until the gage is free of the surface
and approximately 10mm beyond the gage. In order to lay the gage flat with the bonding surface
exposed, tuck the loose end of the tape under and press to the surface.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9 (a) PCT-2M gage installation tape (b) Lifting the tape

The sixth step is applying catalyst to the gage in a thin, uniform coat. Lift the brush- cap
out of the catalyst bottle and wipe the brush approximately 10 strokes against the inside of the
neck of the bottle to wring out most of the catalyst. Slide the brush over the entire gage surface
and allow the catalyst to dry at least one minute.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10 (a) Catalyst (b) Applying the Catalyst on the strain gage

The seventh step is applying adhesive. Lift the tucked-under tape's end of the assembly,
and holding the same position, apply on or two drops of M-Bond 200 adhesive at the fold formed
by the junction of the tape and the surface.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11 (a) M-Bond 200 adhesive (b) Applying the adhesive by the junction of the tape
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The eighth step is the last step. After adhesive is applied, immediately rotate the tape to
approximately a 30 degree angle so that the gage is bridged over the installation area. While
holding the tape slightly taut, slowly and firmly make a single wiping stroke over the gage with a
piece of gauze. Use a firm pressure with your finger when wiping over the gage. For better bond
performance, a very thin, uniform layer of adhesive is desired. Firm thumb pressure must be
applied to the gage immediately upon completion of wipe-out of the adhesive. This pressure
should be held for at least one minute.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12 (a) Lifting the tape approximately a 30 (b) Applying firm thumb pressure

After these eight steps, the gage is now solidly boned on the surface. It is not necessary to
remove the tape immediately after gage installation because the tape will offer mechanical
protection for the grid surface. Install the gage on the opposite surface while keep the tape on.
After done with both side of the beam, peel the tape slowly and steadily off the surface.
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Figure 4.13 Peel the tape slowly and steadily off the surface with a shallow angle

4.2.3 Strain gage soldering
The most common method of making electrical connection in strain gage circuits is by
means of soft solders, in wire form. Although soldering is basically a simple procedure it must be
done with appropriate tools, supplies and techniques to assure accurate strain measurement. For
precision soldering of strain gage, it is better to use a temperature or power controlled soldering
station (Figure 4.14) which provides low voltage and adjustable temperature to the soldering iron
tip.

Figure 4.14 Temperature controlled soldering station
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Considering the tiny soldering area of the strain gage, the tip soldering pencil should be
sharp enough for the spot soldering.
Before the soldering to the strain gage, four lead wires with connector need to be made.
The connector is used to transfer the data from the strain gage to the Wheatstone bridge which
will be described in detail in section 4.
First, 300 mm lead wire was cut. Both ends of the leadwire must be stripped of insulation
before tinning. Then use the soldering flux to remove oxidation from the soldering tip. Melt fresh
solder on the hot tip to form a hemisphere of molten solder about twice the diameter of the wire
to be tinned. Then solder one end of the leadwire to the terminal and drag the terminal into the
connector.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15 (a) Stripping the insulation of the lead wire (b) Finished connector

After finish the pigtail, it is ready to make the solder the strain gage. Clean the solder tip
and re-tin the soldering tip. Apply a small amount of the solder flux on to the tab of the strain
gage, which is easier for the soldering. Carefully solder the wire onto the tab. After completing
the soldering operation, it is important to check the resistance of the completed gage installation.
Use the multimeter to test the resistance on the tap and terminal. Both resistances should be
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around 120Ω.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.16 (a) Soldering the wire to the tap (b) Finished soldering (c) Testing the resistance

4.3 Wheatstone bridge
A fundamental parameter of the strain gage is its sensitivity to strain, expressed
quantitatively as the gage factor. Gage factor is defined as the ratio of fractional change in
electrical resistance to the fractional change in strain, expressed in Equation (1).
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GF =

∆/ ∆/
=
∆/


(1)

The gage factor for metallic strain gage is typically around 2.
Practically, strain measurements rarely involve quantities larger than a few millistrain. So
to measure the strain requires accurate measurement of very small changes in resistance. For
example, suppose a test specimen undergoes a strain of 200 microstrain. A strain gage with a
gage factor of 2 will exhibit a change in electrical resistance of only 2*0.0002=0.04%. For a 120
Ω gage, this is a change of only 0.048 Ω. To measure such small changes in resistance, strain
gage is used in a bridge configuration with a voltage excitation source. The Wheatstone bridge,
illustrated in Figure 4.17 consists of four resistive arms with an excitation voltage Vex which is
applied across the bridge.

Figure 4.17 Wheatstone bridge

The output voltage of the bridge V is equal to:
V = 

R
R
−
" ∗ V$%
R  + R  R! + R 

(2)

When R! /R  = R  /R  the voltage output V is zero. If there is any change in any arm of
the bridge, the output voltage won’t be zero.
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For this experiment, two strain gages were installed on one single beam. So for two
beams, there are four strain gages. In order to get the data from two beams separately, two
independent bridges with shared excitation voltage are needed.
Gauge in tension

(' ( + ∆')
Compression

F

(' ( + ∆')

Gauge in compression

(' ( − ∆')
Tension

(' ( − ∆')

Figure 4.18 Half-Bridge Circuit

For the 120 Ω gage, the tested gage resistance is round 120 Ω because the strain gage
cannot 100% bonded on the beam. So an adjustable resistance should replace one of the
resistances. In that case, the bridge can reach balance by varying the resistance of potentiometer.
Following the circuit diagram, and base on the material available in the lab, Wheatstone
bridge was made as Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.19 Finished Wheatstone Bridge
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4.4 Strain gage measurement system
Strain gage measurement involves sensing extremely small changes in resistance.
Therefore, proper selection and use of the bridge signal condition, wiring and data acquisition
components are required for reliable measurement. To ensure accurate strain measurement, it is
critical to consider the following: Excitation voltage, Remote sensing, Amplification, Filtering,
gage factor calibration.
There is no standard voltage level that is recognized industry wide; excitation voltage
levels of around 3 to 10 V are common. Of course, a higher excitation voltage generates a
proportionately higher output voltage, but meanwhile the higher voltage can also cause larger
error because of self-heating. So 5V was chose for this experiment.
Amplifier is used to boost the signal level to increase measurement resolution and
improve signal-to-noise ratios. Since the data from two beams need to get separately, two
amplifiers (Stanford Research System model SR560) are required to use. Strain gages are often
located in electrically noisy environments. Therefore, it is essential to be able to eliminate noise
that can couple to strain gage. Low pass filter removes the high-frequency noise prevalent in
most environmental settings. The signals from the two beams were set to be filtered between
0.03 to 300Hz.
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(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

Figure 4.20(a) Oscilloscope Tektronix model DP2024 (b) Power supply(c) Amplifier SR560 (d) Wheatstone
Bridge

4.5 Strain gage factor calibration
Although the strain gage factor is usually 2, it actually depends on bonding condition,
which is the reason that the gage calibration is essential. A more accurate gage factor will offer a
more accurate strain.
GF =

2V
(V) ∗ ε)

(3)

The normal procedure is to verify the output of a strain gage measurement system relative
to some predetermined mechanical input or strain. According to Euler–Bernoulli beam theory, if
the deflection is known, the strain can be calculated. Cantilever beam with end load, deflection
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was calculated in Equation 4

,=

.3  (3 − 3)
6/0

(4)

, : Deflection
P: End load
x: Position of the deflection
E: young’s module
I: Moment of inertia
The tip deflection can be calculated in Equation 4
.
-=
3/0

(5)

3 
3 
[3 2 4 − 2 4 ]
2



(6)

Since the tip deflection - is given, it can be substituted into Equation 4.
,=
Strain is calculated following Equation 7
8,
 = −7 
83

(7)

z: Thickness
Substitute Equation6 into Equation 7, Equation 8 was obtained.
 = −7-[

3 33
− ]
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(8)

Setting x equals to the position of the strain gage. And for the calibration, - was set to 10
mm, 20mm, 30mm and 40mm. Then average all the gage factor calculated from Equation 3, we
got the final gage factor, which will be using in the data processing for wind tunnel test.
Figure 4.21 illustrates the setup of the calibration. First the amplifier should be set to DC
couple and adjust the potentiometer to make the bridge reach balance which means the output
voltage is zero. Second the beam was clamped on the end which is close to where the strain gage
was bonded. Then apply a fixed deflection -, simultaneously the output voltage was shown on
the oscilloscope. The cursor as Figure 4.22 showed was used to find out how much the voltage
difference is. Finally from the equation, gage factor can be calculated. Table 4.1 presented some
information for the calculation. Table 4.2 is the strain gage calibration for beam 1. Table 4.3 is
the calibration for beam 2.

Figure 4.21 Setup for gage factor calibration
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Figure 4.22 Strain signal at 40mm deflection

Length

280mm

Thickness

0.635mm

Gage position

34mm

Excitation Voltage

10V

Amplifier

1000

Table 4.1 Basic information

BEAM1
Deflection

10mm

20mm

30mm 40mm

Voltage Difference

1.26V

2.52V

3.76V 5.04V

Gage Factor

2.15

2.15

2.13

Average

2.14

2.15

Table 4.2 Strain gage calibration for Beam 1

BEAM2
Deflection

10mm

20mm

30mm

40mm

Voltage Difference

1.24V

2.6V

3.84V

5.04V
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Gage Factor

2.11

Average

2.16

2.21

2.18

2.15

Table 4.3 Strain gage calibration for Beam 2

4.6 Ring down test
Before starting the wind tunnel experiment, ring down test need to be taken in order to
get natural frequency and damping coefficient. Every time before starting wind tunnel test,
through the ring down test we can make sure that the strain gage functions well.
For the setup of the ring down test, as the Figure 4.23 shown, one end of the beam was
clamped inside the wind tunnel. Put DC coupling on the amplifier and adjust the bridge to
balance state. Apply approximately 30mm deflection to the tip cylinder and release. The energy
harvester will vibrate freely until the vibration dies down. The output signal shown on the
oscilloscope is saved for the data processing, Figure 4.24 for example.

Figure 4.23 Setup for ring down test
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Figure 4.24 Signal for ring down test

The natural frequency is calculated by using the equation showing below
f=

n
1
=
T T>? − T>

(9)

T: Period
n: number of periods used in calculation
T> : Start time of calculation
T>? : end time of calculation
The damping ratio is calculated by using the equation showing below
ξ=

δ

Cδ + 4π

δ=

1 x
ln( )
n x?

(10)
(11)

Matlab program 1 is used for the data processing; first find peaks needed for calculate and then
calculate the nature frequency and damping ratio. Figure 4.25 is the example of the result. For
energy harvester 1, the natural frequency is 2.789Hz and damping ratio is 0.407%. For energy
harvester 2, the natural frequency is 2.795Hz and damping ratio is 0.364%.
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Figure 4.25 Example of matlab result
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Chapter 5 Wind tunnel test
The aim of this experiment is to explore the interaction of two flow-powered energy
harvesters in the wind tunnel to find the configuration producing the maximum strain. Larger
strain almost means more power when the piezoelectric material was attached on the beam.
5.1 Parameters
As the Figure 5.1 shown, the two tip drive energy harvester was arranged side by side in
the middle of the wind tunnel with one end clamped on the rod.
Refer to the parameters used for the study of the side by side configuration for two
infinite circular cylinders, four critical parameters were defined.

Figure 5.1 Critical Dimension

D cylinder diameter (m)
G gap width (m)
T center-to-center transverse spacing (pitch) (m)
T/D transverse pitch ratio
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5.2 Wind tunnel
The experiment was conducted in the wind tunnel which is located at the Experimental
Fluid Mechanics and Aerodynamics Laboratory. This wind tunnel is an open ended suction type
powered by a 20 b.h.p electrical motor, with 1.2 m x 1.2 m cross section and has 8.4 m long
working area. The maximum speed is 11.5 m/s. The motor and fan assembly, which is housed in
a sound absorbing diffuser allowing low noise operation of the facility and low levels of
acoustical noise transmitted in the working section. Three sides, top, bottom and one wall of the
working section are of one-inch plywood while the other wall has four Plexiglas windows also of
1-inch thickness for optical access and observation. 11 The turbulence level in the free stream is
about 0.15% at 3m/s and it goes down to 0.08% at the maximum speed of 11m/s.12
5.3 Wind tunnel test
In order to find out the best configuration, 10 transverse pitch ratios were tested to
explore the interaction.
Case

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

T/D=

1

1.25

1.375

1.5

2

3

4

5

6

7

Table 5.1 Ten cases was tested

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2(a) T/D=1.25 (b) T/D=7
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As shown in Figure 5.2 shown, two energy harvesters were mounted in side-by-side
arrangement and placed symmetrically to the middle-plane of the wind tunnel. One end of the
beam was firmly clamped on the rod inside the wind tunnel. Basically through moving the metal
claps on the rod, different pitch ratios can be obtained. For every case, the wind speed was first
increase from lower speed to higher speed and the decrease backwards. Strain signals are
sampled at a rate of 1.25ks/s for duration of 100 seconds and signal data was recorded for every
individual speed, as shown in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.4 presents the signal data for in phase state
and out of phase state.

Figure 5.3 Strain signal for T/D =1 at 2.567m/s
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.4 (a) In phase state for T/D=1.35 at 1.19 m/s (b)out of phase state for T/D=1.35 at 0.825m/s
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5.4 Flow visualization
Flow visualization is a critical approach to understand the fluid dynamics of the
interaction of the two energy harvesters. From the flow visualization, various flow patterns can
be identified, which arise for more choices for improving the performance of the energy
harvester. However, due to the time limit, only case 2 (T/D=1.25) was tested for flow
visualization.
5.4.1 Facilities
As Table 5.2 shown, three major facilities were used for flow visualization.
Laser

Visible continuous wave laser

(Spectra

that produce greater than 5 W

Physics

of green 532 nm output from a

Millennia Vs)

standard 110 or 220 Vac,
single-phase outlet.

High

speed

Ultra high speed camera with

camera

over 7,500 frames-per-second

(Phantom

(fps)

V710)

megapixel resolution.
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at

full

wide-screen

Smoke

Delivery of a continuous and

Machine

even level of fog.

(Magnum
1200™)

Table 5.2 Three major facilities

5.4.2 Setup

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5 (a) Position of laser (b) Position of the high speed camera

Flow visualization experiment were conducted by using a laser sheet generated by a VCW laser
to illuminate the flow on a horizontal plane perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder and parallel
to flow direction. Smoke was generating from smoke machine in the flow upstream. Flow
visualization images were obtained by Phantom V710 camera with a Nikkor 50mm lens. Figure
5.6 (a) presents the position of laser which generates a horizontal sheet for the flow visualization.
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While figure 5.6 (b) showed that the high speed camera look through the bottom plastic glass
perpendicular to the laser sheet.
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Chapter 6 Result and Discussion
6.1 Method for data processing
Since the gage factor was calibrated from the chapter 4, according to Equation 3 for every
output voltage, there is a corresponding strain. From the data saved by oscilloscope, all the peak
voltage for every 100s data can be detected and then average all the peaks. From Equation 3, the
strain can be calculated for this specified speed by using the average peaks. At last a figure was
plotted for the strain value with respect to time. For purpose of easier comparing, all the figures
were presented in the same scale. Matlab program 2 was generated for data processing.
6.2 Case result
6.2.1 Case 1 (T/D=1)

Figure 6.1 Result for case 1

For case 1, the two tip cylinders are in contact with one another, at a pitch ratio of T/D=1,
a similar fashion to a single bluff-body is observed. As seen the Figure 6.1, two energy
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harvesters went into in-phase state around 1.2 m/s and both reaches the maximum strain at 2.933
m/s. After 3.85m/s, the two energy harvesters presented more torsion motion. Furthermore, the
strain of both energy harvesters went down fast.
The wind speed was slowly increased from 0.825m/s to 4.95 m/s in increments of
approximately 0.092 m/s and decreased from 4.95 m/s in the same way. The behavior was almost
the same between the forward wind speed scan and back ward wind speed scan.
6.2.2 Case 2 (T/D=1.25)

Figure 6.2 Result for case 2

For case 2, the pitch ratio is 1.25. The single bluff body behavior noted for case 1 is
modified in this case. As we can see from the figure 6.2, when the wind speed was increased
from 0.825m/s to 3.66m/s, the two harvesters went into the in-phase states around 1.1m/s and
reached the maximum strain at 2.108 m/s. The maximum strain for EH1 is 709 microstrain and
for EH2 is 669.6 microstrain. For the backward wind speed scan, the two harvesters presented
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most torsional behavior from 3.6 m/s to 1.8 m/s and jumped to maximum strain at 1.833 m/s,
which decreased approximately 8 % comparing to the forward wind speed scan
This case was also investigated with flow visualization. From the video, the flow pattern
seems like characterized by the gap flow biased towards one of the two cylinders. This
phenomenon is very similar to the biased flow pattern for two static cylinder problems. More
flow visualization work need to be done to confirm this flow pattern. Figure 6.3 was two snap
shots of the video.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.3(a) and (b) T/D=1.25 at U = 0.917m/s
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6.2.3 Case 3 (T/D=1.375)

Figure 6.4 Result for case 3

For case 3, the pitch ratio is 1.375. From the Figure 6.4, we can see that the maximum
strain is still decreasing comparing the case 2. When the wind speed was scanned forward, the
two energy harvesters reached the maximum strain at 1.65 m/s and decreased abruptly at 1.925
m/s. Beyond 2 m/s, the two harvesters demonstrated most torsion motion, which did not
contribute much to the strain. When the wind speed was scanned backward, the two harvesters
demonstrated most torsion motion from 2.9m/s to 1.55m/s and reached to maximum strain at
1.375m/s which decreased 40% comparing to forward speed scan. This phenomenon is similar to
case 2.
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6.2.4 Case 4 (T/D=1.5)

Figure 6.5 Result for case 4

For case 4, the pitch ratio is 1.5. The maximum strain is decreased even more and the
whole profile looks similar with the case 3 backward scan. The case did not demonstrate much
difference between the forward scan and backward scan. Both scan reached the maximum strain
at 1.467 m/s, which is 335.5 microstrain. During the forward scan, the strain went down abruptly
right after at 1.558 m/s while in the backward scan, the strain went up abruptly at 1.467 m/s
which is a little bit delay comparing the forward scan.
6.2.5 Case 5 to 10 (T/D=2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
The reason that the six cases were grouped is that at the greater pitch ratio, the two
energy harvesters behave more as independent, isolated bluff bodies. However, some interaction
or synchronization does occur between the two harvesters. For these 6 cases, the strain profiles
follow the almost the same pattern and the maximum strain does not change much from case to
case.
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Figure 6.6 Result for case 5

Figure 6.7 Result for case 6
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Figure 6.8 Result for case 7

Figure 6.9 Result for case 8
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Figure 6.10 Result for case 9

Figure 6.11 Result for case 10
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Chapter 7 Conclusion
This thesis represents a detailed investigation of the interaction between two tip-driven
energy harvesters, which will be used in energy harvesting. Ten experiments and one case of
flow visualization were conducted to obtain an understanding of the fluid behavior for these two
harvesters with different transverse pitch ratio T/D.
Among the ten case tests, case 1 (T/D=1) demonstrated the highest strain value and
widest range of flow speed. Comparing to the single cylinder data which is investigated before,
case 1 not only provide the almost same strain at the maximum strain speed for single cylinder
case, but also keep the strain increase to maximum strain which is three times larger than the
single cylinder case.

Based on these reasons, side-by-side configurations for two energy

harvesters at T/D=1 is much better than single cylinder case and even better than simply adding
two single cylinder case. As the pitch ratio increased, the strain decreased and at T/D=3 the strain
profile reached a steady state which shared some similarity of the single energy harvester. After
T/D=3, the larger pitch ratio does not result in much change in strain gage profile.
Eventually the piezoelectric material will be attached to the cantilever beam in order to
complete the energy harvester. In that case, pitch ratio T/D=1 is the best choice since it provides
the highest strain among all the pitch ratios. However, the piezoelectric material is fragile
especially subjected to large deformation. Therefore, it is necessary to inspect the property of the
piezoelectric material to find out the some kind of piezoelectric material which can sand the
large strain. Moreover, wind tunnel test should be conducted to verify that two energy harvesters
with the piezoelectric material do generate more energy at the pitch ratio T/D=1. Other pitch
ratios probably are better for the available piezoelectric material.
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During the exploration, it was interesting to observe that the behavior of two tip cylinder
on the energy harvesters was similar to the case that two static cylinders arranged in side-by-side
configuration and immersed in steady cross-flow. Actually, the behavior of side-by-side
cylinders is a classic problem which has been extensively studied for a long time. More effort
can be contributed to investigate behavior of the two tip cylinder such as PIV, flow visualization,
lift and drag study. This similarity motivates further research of the connection in between.
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Appendix

MATLAB PROGRAM 1
clear all
close all
importfile('t0137.csv')
[lmax,lmin]=peakdet(CH2(1:125000), 0.1);
time=TIME+10;
s=10;
p=50;
ptime=time (lmax (s:p,1));
plot (time(1:125000), CH2(1:125000))
hold on
plot (ptime,lmax(s:p,2), 'r*')
[n,m]= size (lmax)
freq=1./(diff(ptime));
avgfreq = mean(freq)
delta=log(lmax(s:n-1,2)./lmax(s+1:n,2));
dampingratio=1./(sqrt(1+(2.*pi./delta).^2)).*100;
avdp=mean(dampingratio(s:end))

MATLAB PROGRAM 2
clear all
close all
clc
file_list=[
'T0711.CSV'
'T0712.CSV'
'T0713.CSV'
'T0714.CSV'
'T0715.CSV'
'T0716.CSV'
'T0717.CSV'
'T0718.CSV'
'T0719.CSV'
'T0720.CSV'
'T0721.CSV'
'T0722.CSV'
'T0723.CSV'
'T0724.CSV'
'T0725.CSV'
'T0726.CSV'
'T0727.CSV'
'T0728.CSV'
'T0729.CSV'
'T0730.CSV'
'T0731.CSV'
'T0732.CSV'
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'T0733.CSV'
'T0734.CSV'
'T0735.CSV'
'T0736.CSV'
'T0737.CSV'
'T0738.CSV'
'T0739.CSV'
'T0740.CSV'
'T0741.CSV'
'T0742.CSV'
'T0743.CSV'
'T0744.CSV'
'T0745.CSV'
'T0746.CSV'
'T0747.CSV'
'T0748.CSV'
'T0749.CSV'
'T0750.CSV'
'T0751.CSV'
'T0752.CSV'
'T0753.CSV'
'T0754.CSV'
'T0755.CSV'
'T0756.CSV'
'T0757.CSV'
'T0758.CSV'
'T0759.CSV'
'T0760.CSV'
'T0761.CSV'
'T0762.CSV'
'T0763.CSV'
'T0764.CSV'
'T0765.CSV'
'T0766.CSV'
'T0767.CSV'
'T0768.CSV'
'T0769.CSV'
'T0770.CSV'
'T0771.CSV'
'T0772.CSV'
'T0773.CSV'
]
n_file=size(file_list,1)
for n=1:n_file;
n ;
file_name=file_list(n,:);
f_s
N

=1/csvread(file_name, 6, 1, [6,1,6,1]); %Sampling rate
=csvread(file_name, 8, 1, [8,1,8,1]); %Number of points in each column

data= csvread(file_name, 16, 0); % The data
time(:,n)=data(1:N,1);
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time(:,n)=time(:,n)-time(1,n);
V_CH1(:,n)=data(1:N,2);
V_CH2(:,n)=data(1:N,4);
gf=2.17;
V=5;
[lmax1,lmin1]=peakdet(V_CH1(:,n), 0.2);
[lmax2,lmin2]=peakdet(V_CH2(:,n), 0.2);
avelamx1(n,1)=mean(lmax1(:,2));
avelamx2(n,1)=mean(lmax2(:,2));
end
for n=1:n_file;
avergerstrain1(n)=2*avelamx1(n,1)/(1000*gf*V);
avergerstrain2(n)=2*avelamx2(n,1)/(1000*gf*V);
end
velocity=[5;5.5;6;6.5;7;7.5;8;8.5;9;9.5;10;10.5;11;11.5;12;12.5;13;13.5;14;15
;16;17;18;19;20;21;22;23;24;25;26;27;26;25;24;23;22;21;20;19;18;17;16;15;14;1
3.5;13;12.5;12;11.5;11;10.5;10;9.5;9;8.5;8;7.5;7;6.5;6;5.5;5]*11/60
figure
plot(velocity(1:32,1),avergerstrain1(1:32),'r')
hold on
plot(velocity(33:63,1),avergerstrain1(33:63),'m')
hold on
plot(velocity(1:32,1),avergerstrain2(1:32),'g')
hold on
plot(velocity(33:63,1),avergerstrain2(33:63),'b')
title('T/D = 1')
xlabel('Velocity(m/s)')
ylabel('Strain')
hleg1 = legend('EH1 forward scan','EH1 backward scan','EH2 forward scan','EH
2 backward scan');
end
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